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AWARDS ABSTRACT

This invention relates generally to a system for isolating ground interference from a transmission line, e.g., a ground isolation circuit for isolating a wideband transmission signal (such as a video signal) from ground by modulating the base signal on a carrier signal to permit the transmission signal to be isolated. In one embodiment, the circuit includes a pair of matched mixer circuits, each of which receives a carrier signal from the same oscillator circuit. The first mixer circuit also receives the baseband signal input, after appropriate conditioning, and modulates the baseband signal onto the carrier signal. In a preferred embodiment, the carrier signal has a predetermined frequency which is at least two times the frequency of the baseband signal. The modulated signal (which can comprise an rf signal) is transmitted via an rf transmission line to the second mixer, which demodulates the rf signal to recover the baseband signal. Each port of the mixer connects to an isolation transformer to ensure isolation from ground interference.

The circuit is considered to be of commercial value in that it can provide isolation between transmitting and receiving circuits, e.g., ground isolation for television circuits or high frequency transmitters, without the need for video transformers or optical isolators, thereby reducing the complexity, power consumption, and weight of the system.
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Origin of the Invention

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202 et seq.) in which the Contractor has elected not to retain title.

Background of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to a system for isolating ground interference from a wideband transmission line. More particularly, the present invention relates to a ground isolation circuit which can be constructed economically and in a relatively compact package. Still more particularly, the present invention relates to a ground isolation circuit for isolating a wideband transmission signal (such as a video signal) from ground by modulating the base signal on a carrier signal to permit the transmission signal to be isolated using less expensive, and more compact, components.

As shown in the prior art diagram of Figure 1, two or more components may be connected together via a wideband transmission line to facilitate the exchange of data in a system or network. An example of a wideband transmission line is a co-axial cable that is capable of transmitting signals within a desired frequency band. For a video signal, for example, the
frequency band may span 20Hz-4MHz. When transmitting signals between two or more components on a transmission line, each of the components typically are connected to ground in an attempt to eliminate electromagnetic interference (commonly referred to as EMI). In the simple system shown in Figure 1, two system components are identified as component #1 and component #2. As generally shown in Figure 1, a ground line may connect to the chassis of each component in the system to provide suitable grounding. Typically, coaxial cable is used as a transmission line, and the shield of the coaxial cable connects electrically to the chassis of system components. In normal operation, data signals (including video, audio, and other signals) are transmitted over the transmission line between system components.

Although the use of the ground line eliminates much of the interference which would otherwise be present in the system, the use of the ground line does not completely eliminate the problem with interference. One problem is that the ground cable acts as an antenna, inducing current to flow through the ground cable. Further, the ground cable provides a ground loop between system components. If the chassis of the various system components are at different voltage potentials, current will flow through the ground cable. This current in the ground line mixes with the data signal being transmitted (or received) over the transmission line, thus distorting the data signal and
making it difficult to recover. If, for example, a video signal is being transmitted over the transmission line, the receiving component could receive interference with the video signal, causing distortion in the data obtained.

In an attempt to alleviate this problem, the system shown in Figure 2 was developed. The system shown in Figure 2 is similar to the system of Figure 1 except that isolation circuitry is interposed between the system components and the transmission line. The isolation circuitry functions to isolate the transmission line from the system component, thus eliminating the ground interference that plagues the configuration of Figure 1.

While the isolation circuitry of Figure 2 successfully eliminates ground interference from the data signal, the isolation circuitry must be configured so that it efficiently couples the data signal between the transmission line and the system component. As a result, the isolation circuitry must be designed with a view to the signal it will be coupling.

If the data signal comprises a video signal, for example, the isolation circuitry must be capable of efficiently transmitting signals with a frequency range of 20Hz to 4MHz -- a relatively large frequency band. To efficiently couple signals in this frequency band, specialized coupling components are required. Moreover, generally the lower the frequency is of the signal to be passed, the larger the transformer must be. As a result of these requirements,
the ground isolation circuitry used in video and television systems typically comprises either video transformers or optical isolators, both of which are expensive and relatively large in size.

It would be extremely desirable to develop isolation circuitry for video systems and other wideband communication systems which can be more economically constructed and which can be housed in smaller packages. Such isolation circuitry would appreciably decrease both the size and cost of existing systems. Despite the readily apparent advantages of such a design, to date no one has developed a suitable design for isolation circuitry to accomplish the foregoing objects.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention solves the deficiencies of the prior art isolation circuits by implementing a pair of balanced mixer circuits which are respectively used to modulate and demodulate a baseband data signal with a high frequency carrier signal. The advantage to this approach is that the modulated signal can be isolated using RF transformers, which by comparison with video transformers, are much less expensive and much smaller in size.

Thus, the present invention contemplates coupling the baseband signal to the low frequency port of a mixer circuit. A local oscillator couples to a local
oscillator port of the mixer circuit to supply a high frequency carrier signal. The mixer circuit modulates the baseband signal onto the carrier frequency, and provides the modulated signal to an RF transmission line at the RF port. A second matched mixer circuit couples to the RF transmission line to receive the modulated signal at its RF port. The same local oscillator couples to the local oscillator RF port on the second mixer circuit. The oscillator signal, which by definition is the carrier signal, functions to cancel the carrier signal in the second mixer circuit, leaving the baseband signal. The baseband signal is provided at the low frequency port of the matched mixer circuit, and is coupled to the data transmission line for relaying to other system components.

The isolation circuitry preferably functions bi-directionally, so that a baseband signal appearing on the transmission line is modulated by the second mixer circuit and demodulated by the first mixer circuit.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

For a more detailed description of the preferred embodiment of the invention, reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

**Figure 1** is a block diagram depicting a prior art system for transmitting wideband signals between two components;
Figure 2 is a block diagram depicting a prior art system as in Figure 1, in which the wideband transmission line is isolated from ground to remove ground interference;

Figure 3 is a functional block diagram depicting the isolation circuit constructed in accordance with the preferred embodiment;

Figure 4 is a more detailed diagram illustrating the isolation circuit of Figure 3.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Referring now to Figure 3, an isolation circuit 100 constructed in accordance with the preferred embodiment will now be described. In the preferred embodiment, an isolation circuit 100 is provided between each system component (the output terminals of one such component is shown at 10) and the transmission line 20. As one skilled in the art will understand, however, isolation circuitry 100 may be used at individual components, as desired.

Referring still to Figure 3, the isolation circuitry 100 preferably includes a first double balanced mixer circuit 25, a second double balanced mixer circuit 75, and a local oscillator 50 providing an oscillator signal to both mixer circuits 25, 75. As shown in Figure 3, the output terminals 10 of a system component
provide a baseband input signal to the isolation circuitry 100. The isolation circuitry 100 then isolates the baseboard signal to remove ground interference. Alternatively, the baseboard signal may be provided from the transmission line shown in Figure 2.

In an exemplary embodiment, a resistor network 15 may be included as part of the isolation circuitry 100 to scale the input signal to a lower amplitude. Such scaling may be desirable to maintain the input signal within the range of linear operation of the mixer circuits 25, 75. Thus, if the present invention is implemented in a NTSC (National Television Systems Committee) system, which requires a standard signal level of 1.0 Volt peak-to-peak, and the mixer circuits 25, 75 only operate linearly to 0.5 volts peak-to-peak, a resistor network 15 and amplifier 85 may be used to provide necessary signal reduction and amplification to permit linear operation of the mixer circuits. If the amplitude of the baseband signal is within the linear operating range of the mixer circuits 25, 75, then resistor network 15 and amplifier 85 could be eliminated.

The baseband signal (after scaling, if appropriate) preferably is provided to a low pass filter 30 to eliminate high frequency interference which may be contained in the baseband signal. Any conventional low pass filter may be used, and the particular threshold frequency may be selected based upon the
frequency of the baseband signal. Thus, if a video signal is involved, with a frequency range of 20 Hz - 4 MHz, a low pass filter with a threshold of 4 MHz may be used to filter out high frequency noise before modulation. The output terminals of the low pass filter 30 are provided to a low frequency port of the first mixer circuit 25.

Referring now to Figures 3 and 4, in addition to a low frequency port, the mixer circuits 25, 75 also include a local oscillator port and a RF port. The local oscillator port of mixer circuit 25 receives an oscillator signal from the local oscillator 50. In the preferred embodiment, the local oscillator 50 has a frequency that is preselected to be at least twice the frequency of the highest baseband frequency component. Thus, if the baseband signal is a video signal with a range of 20Hz - 4MHz, the local oscillator will have a frequency of at least 8MHz. More preferably, the local oscillator has a frequency that is ten times (10x) the highest possible baseband frequency. In the video implementation of Figure 4, the local oscillator is shown with a frequency range of 20 MHz - 100 MHz. As shown in Figure 3, the output terminals of the local oscillator couple to mixer circuits 25, 75 via a power divider network 60 to insure the integrity of the clock signal. The power divider network 60 insures that the local oscillator signal is driven with sufficient power to both mixer circuits 25, 75, without any drift or phase shift of the oscillator signal.
Referring now to Figures 3 and 4, the oscillator signal from the local oscillator 50 functions as a carrier signal, on which the baseband signal is modulated. The modulated signal then is output to the RF transmission line 45 by the mixer circuit 25 on the RF port.

As shown in Figure 4, all three ports of the double balanced mixers 25, 75 are transformer coupled, thus providing the required ground potential isolation, and also providing isolation of the oscillator 50 from the video transmission signal. In the preferred embodiment, the double balanced mixer circuits 25, 75 comprise a Mini Circuit SRA-1 to provide double sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation of the baseband signal on the carrier signal. If signals are provided at the low frequency port and on the local oscillator port, modulation of the low frequency signal on the local oscillator signal occurs. Conversely, if an RF signal and an oscillator signal which reflects the carrier signal are received, a low frequency signal is provided as a demodulated output.

Referring still to Figures 3 and 4, the second double balanced mixer circuit 75 couples to the RF transmission line 45 at the RF port. The local oscillator signal is provided as an input to the local oscillator RF port of the mixer circuit 75. By using the same oscillator signal that is used for the modulation process, phase synchronous demodulation can be achieved in a
relatively inexpensive manner. The demodulated baseband signal preferably is fed to a low pass filter 70, which removes high frequency noise and any remnants of the high frequency carrier signal. The output of the low pass filter 70 may be amplified through a suitable amplifier circuit 85, if desired. The baseband output then is driven on the transmission line.

In the preferred embodiment, the isolation circuit 100 provides bi-directional coupling of the baseband signal both from the system component to the transmission line 45, and from the transmission line 45 to the system component. This is due to the symmetrical operation of the double balanced mixer circuits 25, 75.

While a preferred embodiment of the invention has been shown and described, modifications thereof can be made by one skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the invention.
ABSTRACT

An isolation circuit is disclosed for isolating ground interference from a wideband transmission signal. The ground isolation circuit of the present invention is constructed using a pair of matched mixer circuits, each of which receives a carrier signal from the same oscillator circuit. The first mixer circuit also receives the baseband signal input after appropriate conditioning, and modulates the baseband signal onto the carrier signal. In the preferred embodiment, the carrier signal has a predetermined frequency which is at least two times the frequency of the baseband signal. The modulated signal (which preferably comprises an rf signal) is transmitted via an rf transmission line to the second mixer, which demodulates the rf signal to recover the baseband signal. Each port of the mixer circuits connects to an isolation transformer to insure isolation from ground interference.
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